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1 Motivation

Reading Wikipedia can be the entry to more involved activities (e.g. editing).
However, the jump from reading to editing could be too big for some wikipedians
who can be intimidated by exposing their content to public scrutiny. Annotating
might foster not only reading but be the prelude to editing. Different Web
annotation tools exist (e.g. Evernote). Being a Web application, Wikipedia
can benefit from these tools. However, general-purpose annotation tools do
not make annotation a natural gesture within Wikipedia. That is, annotation
editing, rendering or retrieval in e.g. Evernote is dissociated from the editing,
rendering or location of articles in Wikipedia. This demo shows WikiLayer, a
Firefox extension that supports Wikipedia-specific annotation (hereafter referred
to as wikinotes). The approach is characterised as follows: (1) annotation
content can be wikitext formatted or obtained through transclusion; (2)
annotation rendering is seamlessly integrated within the Wikipedia front-end;
(3) annotation editing, management and sharing is achieved without leaving
Wikipedia. WikiLayer is realized as a DSL available as a Firefox extension
at http://webaugmentation.org/wikilayer.xpi. Examples can be found at
http://tinyurl.com/icwikinoteexamples.

2 How: Operating on Wikinotes

So far, Wikipedia supports two modes for article interaction: editing an article,
and talking about an article. WikiLayer introduces a third mode: besides
describing and talking, articles can be annotated. Wikipedia uses tabs to reflect
modes: the Article tab and the Talk tab. Accordingly, WikiLayer introduces
a third tab: the WikiLayer tab (see Figure 1). By clicking on this tab, the
view tabs, i.e. Read and Edit, become online editors for wikinotes upon the
current article. Clicking the Edit tab leaves to a canvas for wikinote edition
(see Figure 2). Clicking the Read tab renders the wikinotes associated with
the current article. Finally, if you go back to the article mode then, wikinotes
are seamlessly integrated with the original content. Indeed, it might be not
possible to distinguish the original content from the annotation content. Since
this is convenient in some scenarios, the Highlight button changes the annotation



Fig. 1. The "read" mode. Annotations can be intermingled with the original content.

rendering background (see Figure 1). The screenshot shows how annotations can
be seamlessly interspersed with the original article to the extent of automatically
reflecting those changes in the TOC (see later).

3 What: Defining Wikinotes

A wikinote is more than just content. A wikinote is a contextual rendering-
aware note upon an existing Wikipedia article. Broadly, a wikinote is a triplet
<content, anchoring position, rendering options>. Akin to Wikipedia editing
practices, this structure is captured through a wiki template (see Figure 2).
The template parameters act as "the wikinote language" that captures the
multifaceted character of a wikinote.

First, wikinotes are notes. They have content. The source of this content
serves to typify wikinotes:

– ad-hoc wikinotes (icon in the editor bar), i.e. those provided by the user
itself. The "note" parameter holds a wikitext snippet. Figure 2 (a) offers an
example where the "XML" article is extended with the new section "My own
references",

– transclusion-like wikinotes (icon in the editor bar), i.e. those obtained
from the websphere. The "note" parameter keeps an extractFromPage()
function whose arguments include a URL and an XPath that points to the
desired HTML fragment. Figure 2 (c) extracts the chart about XML job
demands at indeed.com. The note is obtained dynamically at the time the
Wikipedia article is loaded (a.k.a. transclusion). If it happens that the URL
stands for a wiki page then, you can use section headings to pinpoint to a
specific section as the content to be transcluded. Figure 2 (b) extracts the
"Default data type bindings" section of the "JAXB" Wikipedia article.



Fig. 2. The "annotation" mode while on the "edit" view. Besides wikitext buttons, the
editor bar includes buttons to readily create wikinote templates. A single click, and
the corresponding template is introduced.

XPath is used to pinpoint the HTML region to extract. However, wikipedians do
not need to know XPath. The first time a wikinote with an extractFromPage()
function is enacted, the engine automatically navigates to this URL and
intersperse a grid-like structure on top of the current DOM tree. As the user
moves the cursor around the screen, the DOM node under the current cursor
location is highlighted. By clicking, the user makes up his mind about the
fragment to be extracted, and the wikinote becomes bound to the so-identified
XPath. Subsequent enactments of this wikinote will directly extract this external
region.

Second, wikinotes are contextual. Wikipedia articles realize the effort
not only to describe but also structure a given topic. The order of sections,
subsections and paragraphs is certainly not accidental but carefully thought.
This structure provides the underpinned mental model of the article’s editors.



Likewise, the effort to define "wikinotes" does not finish with the content but
this content takes its full meaning when place harmonically with the storyline
of the host article. Unlike general-purpose annotation tools (e.g. Diigo) where
annotations are associated with a page, wikinotes allow for a finer granularity
by using the article’s structure as placeholders for arranging wikinotes. The
anchoring position is described by the template properties “onArticle” and
“afterSection” (“beforeSection”) that hold the article topic (i.e. the string that
appears as part of the article’s URL), and the section’s heading, respectively.
In this way, the article itself acts as an entry to your wikinote local repository:
type the Wikipedia URL, and you will get outright the article plus the wikinotes
inlayed within the original article.

As permanent "work-in-progress", articles might be updated at anytime.
Changes in the underlying article might impact the anchoring position of
the associated wikinotes. Altering section order ripples to their wikinote
counterparts. However, section rename or removal leads to orphan wikinotes,
i.e. wikinotes whose anchoring position no longer exists. WikiLayer highlights
this situation by changing the background colour for orphan notes when in the
WikiLayer mode. The user can then decide either to attach the note to another
section or to delete the note should the article content no longer address the
note’s concern.

Third, wikinotes are rendering-aware. Rendering very much depends on
the purpose of the annotation. Traditionally, annotation-for-deep-reading rests
on marginal commentary: the article is left untouched, and the wikinote goes
in a marginal window (a.k.a. a "post"). This option is captured through the
postNote parameter. Alternatively, annotation-for-contribution might be better
served by embedding wikinotes as part of the original article. Here, the wikinote
is contextualized as part of the storyline of the article by intermingling the note
within the rendering of the article. Figure 1 provides an example.

Orthogonally, some wikinotes might be readily rendered on loading the
original article (i.e. onClickingButton = "false") while others might account for
secondary sources to be provided on demand (i.e. onClickingButton = "true"). In
this case, the user is requested to click a button. For transclusion-like wikinotes,
this has the advantage that the overhead to compute the wikinote is paid only
if needed.

4 Conclusions

WikiLayer provides a lightweight, seamless, client-based approach to supplement
existing wiki articles with additional content, potentially brought from other
websites (wikis or not). The approach has been carefully designed to wikipedians:
layer design is along wiki concepts (e.g., section, wikitext), layer syntax
resorts to wiki templates, and layer management is achieved through wiki-like
pages. This endeavour is framed within the efforts to blend social knowledge
management and personal knowledge management. From this perspective,
WikiLayer introduces the personal perspective in wikis.


